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200TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DECIPHERMENT OF HIEROGLYPHS 
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A film by PATRICK CABOUAT
Co-written with JONAS ROSALES

VFX supervisor ÈVE RAMBOZ 
Produced by PATRICE GELLÉ (‘‘TITANIC, INTO THE HEART OF THE WRECK’’)

With an exclusive access to IFAO archeological sites in Egypt

A primetime science/discovery documentary of 90 minutes
Commissioned by France TÉLÉVISIONS – Science Grand Format slot

Worldwide Distribution

BLEU KOBALT presents
With the participation of FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS

And the support of IFAO – THE FRENCH INSTITUTE FOR ORIENTAL ARCHEOLOGY, CAIRO
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200 years ago, Champollion cracked the code of hieroglyphs. From the
heart of the excavation site of Theban Tomb TT33 near Luxor, the
largest in Egypt and a palace of hieroglyphs, we shall discover the
secrets of this mysterious writing. We'll have exclusive access to follow
the IFAO (French Institute of Oriental Archeology in Cairo) on their
scientific mission to uncover the priests, scribes, painters, engravers and
tomb builders who bequeathed the history of Ancient Egypt to us along
the walls of burial chambers and on papyrus. What is this sacred writing
and how did we manage to decipher it? Who where this class apart in
the population at the service of Pharaohs who so intrigue today's
archeologists? What do the inscriptions reveal about the daily life of
Egyptians? A plunge into the great adventure of the hieroglyphs.

THE FILM
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Wahtye’s tomb in Saqqara (shooting screenshot). Mostafa Waziri decypheringthe hieroglyphs and the name of the priest ‘‘WAHTYE’’.
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SITE #1 : WAHTYE ‘S TOMB 
SAQQARA (EGYPTIAN MISSION)

Filming in may 2021. 
Mission leaders : Mostafa Waziri, secretary-general of the 

Supreme Council of Antiquities
and Mohamed Youssef.

Unique opening of the tomb, located near the Step Pyramid 
of Djeser, after the  Netflix documentary "Secrets of the 

Saqqara Tomb" (Lion Television). This untouched tomb is a 
real jewel case. Thanks to the hieroglyphs, it reveals the 
story of the priest Wahtye who had never been listed by 

Egyptologists.

Shotlists :
Outdoor shots : Saqqara and the Pyramid of Djeser, entry 

to the Tomb of Wahtye
Indoor shots : ITV and  film sequences in the tomb with 

Mostafa Waziri.

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO EXCAVATION SITES IN EGYPT

SITE #2 : TOMB TT 33  
EL-ASSASIF – NEAR LUXOR 

(EXCLUSIVE TO THE IFAO MISSION)
Filming in November 2021.

Mission leaders: Isabelle Régen and Silvia Einaudi.

Decorated with hieroglyphs, the monumental TT 33 is the 
largest tomb in Egypt, with 22 underground chambers up 

to 20 meters deep. Article published in Egyptian 
Archeology, 2013 :

https://we.tl/t-fKFAZUJtNt

Shotlists :
Outdoor shots : the entire site of the Assasif plain 

Indoor shots : Tomb TT33 with its 22 rooms up to the 
cenotaph and the burial chamber

Drone filming (Egyptian company IFLY)

SITE #3 : THE VILLAGE OF
DEIR EL-MEDINA – NEAR LUXOR 

(EXCLUSIVE TO THE IFAO MISSION)
Filming in February 2022. 

Mission leader : Cédric Larcher.

Village of craftsmen who decorated tombs with hieroglyphs 
in the Valley of the Kings.

Shotlists :
Indoor shots : Tomb TT 265, Tomb TT 216, Tomb TT 336 

(store), Store P1049, Store P1022, Ptolemaic temple 
Outdoor shots : the entire site, shots in Luxor on the east and 

west bank
Drone filming (Egyptian company IFLY)

Approval from the Ministry of State for Antiquities for 3 filming sessions in Egypt, and from the IFAO (French Institute of Oriental Archaeology in Cairo) for the archaeological sites #2 and #3. The IFAO is a public
noted institution that supervises 35 archaeological sites in Egypt: https://www.ifao.egnet.net/recherche/archeologie/ The documentary is based on a partnership with the Egyptologists Laurent Coulon, Silvia
Einaudi and Isabelle Régen who are our scientific advisors.

EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE

https://we.tl/t-fKFAZUJtNt
https://www.ifao.egnet.net/recherche/archeologie/
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Shaft entrance in the TT 33
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Ancient Egypt bequeathed innumerable riches to us all: pyramids, temples, tombs,
and... the mysterious sacred writing of hieroglyphs. Without those engraved
inscriptions on the walls of burial chambers, on sarcophagi and papyri, we would
know nothing of the great history of the pharaohs.

In 1822, French scholar Jean-François Champollion achieved the impossible: he
cracked the code of hieroglyphs that had remained mute signs for over a millennium.
Thanks to the deciphering key he covered, a whole civilization buried under the sands
of Egypt was brought back to life and has kept yielding new secrets.

Today, science is increasingly interested in the men who created these hieroglyphs.
Those were priests, scribes, painters, engravers, and tomb builders. They passed on to
us an extraordinary treasure: the history of the Egyptian dynasties as well as the rites
and practices of a whole people.

What is this mysterious hieroglyphic writing?
Who are the craftsmen of hieroglyphs, this class apart in the Egyptian population who
constitute a new research field for today's scientists?
What do the latest discoveries reveal about the daily life of ancient Egyptians and
their funerary rites?

It's from the center of today's excavations conducted by the IFAO (French Institute of
Oriental Archeology in Cairo) that we'll answer these questions and decipher the
enigmatic world of hieroglyphs.

November 2012. In El-Assasif, near Luxor, not far from the magnificent mortuary
Temple of Queen Hatshepsut and the Ramasseum of Ramses II, is a door leading to
an underground labyrinth.

There, a scientific mission of 30 archeologists and technicians are exploring the
largest tomb in Egypt, which is inaccessible to the public.

Its dimensions are exceptional with its sprawling 9,504 square meters of corridors,
pits, traps and secret passages – totaling 22 chambers that descend to a depth of 21
meters. Named “TT33” (Theban Tomb 33), it's a palace of hieroglyphs.

Its walls are covered with inscriptions referring to a certain “Pediamenopet”, a priest
of the Late Period (7th century BC) who made it his last abode. There, we discover
mythic scenes of journeying to the afterlife, which so fascinate the public: the
weighing of the heart, the judgment of the dead by god Osiris, the solar bark, the
Books of the Sky, the rebirth to sunlight.

Through the story of Pediamenopet featured on the walls, we'll thus be able to
decipher the history of Ancient Egypt.

That grand historical figure of Pediamenopet is of great interest to egyptologists as
the 2,600 sqm of hieroglyphic walls of his tomb display an exceptional body of
Ancient Egyptian funerary texts, including the Book of the Dead. To them, this
“library-tomb” is a goldmine of information, a kind of museum of hieroglyphs before
it’s time! In a hieroglyphic message, Pediamenopet even addresses visitors from the
future!

Thanks to the writings adorning this monument, they are trying to solve various 
enigmas. What was exactly Pediamenopet's role in Egyptian society? Which kings did 
he serve (the Black pharaohs of the 25th or 26th Dynasties). And above all, why would 
he want to build a tomb larger than that of the greatest pharaohs?

THE SYNOPSIS
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TT 33 Cenotaph
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February 2022. One kilometer away, on the other side of the Nile, another mission
will help us understand how these tombs could be so extensively decorated with
hieroglyphs. There, archeologists are restoring the remains of Deir el-Medina (New
Kingdom, between the 18th and 20th Dynasties), a unique village occupied for nearly
500 years by the scribes and craftsmen who decorated the tombs in the Valley of the
Kings – such as those of Thutmoses III, Tutankhamun and Ramesses II.

Research in tombs, on papyri and pottery fragments (or ostraca) have contributed to
recreate the life of a whole village. Thanks to the traces left by the craftsmen, we'll
discover the basics of hieroglyphic writing and the different stages of tomb
decoration – from the scribe who elaborates the hieratic message (in simplified
writing) to the “outline” scribe who draws the hieroglyphs, to the engraver, and finally
the painter who applies the final ornamentation and complex patterns. Archeologists
unveil the behind-the-scenes of those huge worksites of Ancient Egypt. A papyrus in
Deir el-Medina even recalls the oldest workers' strike, over 3,000 years ago. It tells
about a power struggle that pitted the scribes and craftsmen against the pharaoh's
administration after supplies and salaries had failed to be distributed.

In order to let us experience the magic of discoveries, the documentary will rely on
spectacular visual effects elaborated in collaboration with the IFAO and our VFX
supervisor, Eve Ramboz.

Thanks to photogrammetry, immersive 3D virtual visits will enable us to dive to the
heart of TT33 as if we were right there – from the first chambers to the revelation of
the Pediamenopet's burial chamber. Photogrammetry scanning will also enable to
create volumetric renderings of the superstructure. The HD orthophotos will present
close-ups of sometimes invisible or incomplete texts that will be recreated with
golden threads. Animations will make it possible to bring hieroglyphic frescoes to life
and morphe hieratic characters.

Finally, animated tableaux will stage Jean-François Champollion, the father of
Egyptology, in action 200 years ago. Through his greatest discoveries on the Rosetta
Stone, the royal cartouches of Abu Simbel or the Turin papyrus scrolls, we'll
understand the major influence he has had on modern archeology.

On top of in situ sequences, the greatest egyptologists in the world will throw light on
the process of decipherment as part of their missions for the IFAO in Cairo (Silvia
Einaudi, Isabelle Régen, Cédric Larcher), the American University in Cairo (Salima
Ikram), the Egizio Museum in Turin (Susanne Töpfer, Federico Poole), Leyden
University (with the British Elizabeth Bettles), and the Department of Egyptian
Antiquities (Mostafa Waziri, Secretary General of the Supreme Council of Antiquities).

Thanks to their recent discoveries and a wide new range of VFX, we'll embark on a
stunning visual experience into the great adventure of the hieroglyphs.
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Translation of Padiamenopet’s message to the
future visitors of his tomb (Door XIII) :

To the living,
To those who are on earth, those who were born
and those who will born.

May they roam my necropolis to entertain or to
search any kind of formulas.

May they enter this tomb and may they
contemplate what is in it.

Représentations de Padiamenopé dans la TT33
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OPENING TEASE + OPENING TITLES

CHAPTER 1. LATEST DISCOVERIES IN SAQQARAH: TOMB OF WAHTYE ADORNED WITH INTACT 
HIEROGLYPHS

CHAPTER 2. TT33: THE EXTRAORDINARY PALACE OF HIEROGLYPHS

CHAPTER 3. THE ROSETTA STONE, THE SCIENTIFIC RACE TO DECIPHERMENT

CHAPTER 4. CHAMPOLLION FLASHBACK N°1: THE QUEST OF YOUNG CHAMPOLLION TO DECIPHER 
ROYAL CARTOUCHES

CHAPTER 5: THE HIEROGLYPHS SPEAK! REVELATIONS OF THE DECEASED'S NAME, “PEDIAMENOPET”

CHAPTER 6. CHAMPOLLION FLASHBACK N°2: THOMAS YOUNG/ CHAMPOLLION, THE RACE TO 
DECIPHERMENT

CHAPTER 7. TT33 – PEDIAMENOPET, THE ROLE OF THE “LECTOR PRIEST”

CHAPTER 8. CHAMPOLLION FLASHBACK N°3: THE KEY TO CRACK THE HIEROGLYPHIC CODE

CHAPTER 9. HOW HIEROGLYPHS WORK

CHAPTER 10. TT33 – THE FUNERARY BOOKS AND THE TT33 TOMB

CHAPTER 11. TT33 – THE TOMB OF PEDIAMENOPET: HIEROGLYPHS ADDRESSED TO VISITORS FROM 
THE FUTURE!

CHAPTER 12. DEIR EL-MEDINA: A VILLAGE OF SCRIBES AND CRAFTSMEN OF HIEROGLYPHS

CHAPTER 13. THE TRACES LEFT BY CRAFTSMEN ON THE WALLS

CHAPTER 14. DEIR EL-MEDINA: FROM HIERATIC TO THE HIEROGLYPHIC

CHAPTER 15: CHAMPOLLION FLASHBACK N°4: CHAMPOLLION DECIPHERS THE COLLECTIONS OF THE 
TURIN MUSEUM

CHAPTER 16. TURIN MUSEUM’S PUZZLES 

CHAPTER 17. DEIR EL-MEDINA DELIVERS NEW PAPYRUS FRAGMENTS

CHAPTER 18. THE PUZZLES OF TT33

CHAPTER 19. TT33 – THE  GIANT SITE OF THE TOMB

CHAPTER 20. TT33 – THE PHOTOGRAMMETRY CAMPAIGN

CHAPTER 21. DEIR EL-MEDINA: THE WORK ORGANIZATION OF TOMB DECORATORS

CHAPTER 22. TT33 – EVIDENCE OF WORK BY TWO TEAMS OF CRAFTSMEN IN THE TOMB OF 
PEDIAMENOPET

CHAPTER 23. TURIN MUSEUM. THE PAPYRI OF DEIR EL-MEDINA

CHAPTER 24. CHAMPOLLION FLASHBACK N°5: THE EXPEDITION TO EGYPT. A COLOSSAL DRAWING 
WORK OF THE GREAT ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES

CHAPTER 25. TT33 – TODAY'S EGYPTOLOGISTS STILL DRAW SOME HIEROGLYPHS BY HAND

CHAPTER 26. DEIR EL-MEDINA. IDENTIFYING THE HAND OF SCRIBES

CHAPTER 27. TT33 – THE MISSION CONTINUED: WHAT HIS CENOTAPH REVEALS ABOUT 
PEDIAMENOPET

CHAPTER 28: TT33 – DATING OF THE TOMB AND OF PEDIAMENOPET'S

CHAPTER 29. TT33 – PEDIAMENOPET AND THE ENIGMA OF HIS REBIRTH

CHAPTER 30. TT33 – THE ULTIMATE QUEST: A PLUNGE INTO PEDIAMENOPET'S BURIAL CHAMBER

CHAPTER 31. TT33 – PEDIAMENOPET RECOVERED

CHAPTER 32. CONCLUSION – THE SECRETS OF HIEROGLYPHS UNVEILED

THE NARRATIVE STRUCTURE
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Apprentice scribes’s notebook to learn how to write (with lines same as a student
notebook) and craftmen’s tools found in Deir el-Médina

TT33 entrance, Assasif plain TT33 tomb

Craftmen’s village at Deir El-Medina
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This film joins in the esthetics and codes of the great archeological documentaries about
Egypt. Its screenplay is devised to have the viewers follow in the steps of the scientists. In
their company, the audience will discover the archeological treasures hidden in the
labyrinth of monumental tomb TT33. Together, step by step, they'll solve the enigmas
posed by Pediamenopet. Together, they'll take part in the piecing back of the puzzle of the
hieroglyphs and gathering of evidence enabling to build hypotheses and draw
conclusions. And the viewers will also be witness to our own investigative coverage in
Egypt.

IMMERSION INTO THE TT33 ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE

Our first challenge will be to capture and vividly feature the strangeness of TT33 – the
strangeness of a tomb of ill-repute, overly shrouded in layers of somber, scary stories, but
also the true scientific strangeness of a burial place so unlike any other, so rich in
treasures, that archeologists themselves are puzzled.

We'll walk along Egyptologists when they discover those long corridors plunged in
darkness, except for the light of their electric torches, and strewn with rubble. Together
with them, we'll discover these walls covered with frescoes and hieroglyphs, stained with
the excrements of thousands of bats. We'll take the stairs that go ever deeper into the
ground towards secret chambers and false doors, until we discover rooms that still
haven't revealed all their secrets such as the cenotaph and the funerary chamber. And
we'll also have to avoid the traps of the six meter-deep wells laid for tomb looters.

In order to explore this site full of mysteries and age-old stories, we'll use a very sensitive
camera, the Sony FX3 which has several key assets as it's particularly well stabilized and
equipped with high-performance autofocus in low light. With its ultra-sensitive sensor, it
is made for operating in closed and dark environments. It is also formatted for 4K image
and digital 4-track sound recordings, which provides enormous flexibility during a shoot
that demands the smallest possible crew.

We'll carry two HF microphones that will allow us to record voice exchanges between two
scientists in the field. The fixed “rode” microphone will complete this setup by recording
ambiance sounds. We'll also use a Go pro camera with a 6-meter boom which will enable
us to take spectacular shots inside as well as outside the TT33.

EXPLORATION OF OTHER SITES FOR THE NEEDS OF THE
INVESTIGATION

TT33 is definitely the central location of our investigation, but in order to find answers to
the enigmas the monument poses, the narrative will take us to other sites – and first of all
to the excavations of Deir el-Medina. Unlike the gloomy atmosphere of the TT33, the
ruins of that small village of scribes are baked by the desert sun. This time, we'll magnify
the arid beauty of this setting by using a FX6 or FX9 camera, which is more adapted to
outdoor shoots.

There, we'll meet a cosmopolitan team of passionate young international researchers.
We'll film them as they are restoring the tombs on the site, sifting sand in search of
ostraca or fragments of papyri. We'll also follow them to their lab on site. We'll discover all
that the Deir el-Medina papyri reveal to us about the ways and techniques of builders of
such tombs as TT33. We'll examine every detail of the gorgeous tomb frescoes on the
site with their amazingly well-preserved colors.

The discovery of these papyri will naturally take us to the archeological museum of Turin
which holds some of the most beautiful pieces brought back from Deir el-Medina
expeditions. We'll follow every step of the conservation, examination and recreation of
these torn papyrus scrolls thanks to new technologies developed by the museum
researchers, such as the “Virtual Light Table”. We'll visit the famous museum garret
where Champollion manage to reconstruct the puzzle of the famous “Turin Canon” which
allowed him to establish the timeline of Egyptian dynasties.

DIRECTOR’S NOTE OF INTENT
BY PATRICK CABOUAT
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Scene of the Book of the Dead in the TT33
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IN SITU SCIENTIFIC SEQUENCES WITH ARCHEOLOGISTS

The film's angle is not only to immerse viewers in the archeological sites but also to
introduce them to the very process of scientific research. Sequences of “science in
action” will allow the audience to share in the emotion of discovery as it happens. This will
imply to follow scientists step by step and understand their research methods.

Among the many archeologists working on the sites, we have chosen several main
characters, all of them Egyptologists. We'll follow each of them in situ in order to grasp
the specifics of their fields and stakes of research. These will include: ISABELLE REGEN,
an expert in funerary writing in the hidden chambers of tomb TT33; SILVIA EINAUDI,
specialized in the Book of the Dead and Champollion. SALIMA IKRAM, an anthropologist
expert in the daily life of Ancient Egyptians; GAEL POLLIN and MOHAMED GABER,
directors of the photogrammetry campaigns on TT33.

CGI’S OF ANIMATED HIEROGLYPHS, SUPERVISED BY
EVE RAMBOZ

Visual effects are essential to the narration and artistic identity of the film.

Hieroglyphs are writings engraved in stone, written on papyrus or painted onto artefacts.
In order to bring those various inert, motionless materials back to life and breathe
meaning into the enigmatic characters, we need a whole array of 3D and 2D animated
images. They'll drive the narrative through both a dynamic recreation of the magic of the
hieroglyphs and an educational approach to help us decipher and understand them.

How can these often time-worn walls be enhanced? How can you have the audience
share in the discoveries made by archeologists in dark confined spaces with hidden parts
sometimes impossible to make out with the naked eye? Or how can you evoke the 19th
century figure of Champollion in the course of a present-day narrative?

The visual effects setup will provide solutions to these issues. Our VFX supervisor Eve
Ramboz with her team at Makadam Prod will create some 15 minutes of CGI’s detailed in
the Moodboard.

AERIAL SHOTS OF THE PHARAOH’S UPPER EGYPT AND
REFERENCE ARCHIVES

To present the setting of our excavation sites, drone views will be shot especially for the
film by Egyptian company IFLY. The idea is both to situate the sites of Deir el-Medina and
TT33 within their natural environment near Luxor and to introduce our main protagonists
on their research locations. This is for instance how we'll film Cedric Larcher walking
around the village of Deir el-Medina or Isabelle Régen stepping again for the first time in
two years into the darkness of TT33.

In order to discover the grandiose environment of the Epgytian wonders that so fascinate
us, we'll also resort to HD aerial archives of the most emblematic antique sites: the Valley
of Kings, the Ramesseum in Luxor, the Abu Simbel temple, Saqqara, etc.

And to illustrate some stages of hieroglyph deciphering, we'll use iconography from
various collections: the British Museum (Rosetta stone), French National Library (BNF)
and Réunion des Musées Nationaux (drawings of Champollion's expedition to Egypt by
Nestor L’Hôte and Ippolito Rossellini), French Senate Library (Napoleon's “Description of
Egypt”) and Champollion Museum in Vif (documents with handwritten notes by
Champollion).

A CAPTIVATING SCORE FOR A PLUNGE INTO ANCIENT
EGYPT

Finally, we wish to commission composer Alexandre Pradier (Titanic: Into the Heart of the
Wreck and Concorde, Flying Supersonic) to write the original score.

The film is structured as a scientific investigation in search of Pediamenopet, a
mysterious figure bother emerging and evading us as we progress deeper into the
recesses of his labyrinthine tomb.

The tempo will beat to the dramaturgy of discoveries, of dangers faced, of mysteries
unveiled. It will also leave dreaming spaces in front of those majestic sites, and transport
us into the magical atmosphere of those remote times.
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Maps of TT 33 tomb

Goddess statue found in the 
TT 33 Cenotaph

Egizio Museum in Turin

Salima Ikram, egyptologist from the American University of Cairo
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THE MAIN CHARACTERS
Role: to make us live the challenges and the results of the excavation sites. They are all internationally renowned Egyptologists.

Through specific issues, each of them will deliver their particular relationship to hieroglyphs and their own quest.

EGYPTOLOGIST CONTRIBUTORS
(PARTICIPATION AGREEMENTS)

ISABELLE RÉGEN
EPIGRAPHIST 

SPECIALIZED IN 
FUNERARY TEXTS 

(filmed in the TT33, near Luxor) 

Co-director of the TT 33 tomb site, this
French Egyptologist from the University of
Montpellier III / National Center for
Scientific Research (CNRS) examines and
records the inscriptions of the Amduat (Text
of the Hidden Chamber Which is in the
Underworld or Book of What is in the
Underworld) and the Book of the Gates in
the Tomb of Pediamenopet. These two
books are present in the essential parts of
the tomb which are the cenotaph and the
corridor that leads the deceased to the stars.

SILVIA EINAUDI 
EPIGRAPHIST SPECIALIZED IN 

THE MONUMENTS OF THE 
LUXOR AND CHAMPOLLION 

NECROPOLES
(filmed in the TT33, near Luxor)

This Italian Egyptologist of the École
Pratique des Hautes Études / CNRS is co-
director of the TT33 site. She supervises the
excavation site, reads and decodes the
inscriptions of the Book of the Dead, the
most famous of the funerary books of
ancient Egypt. She is one of the greatest
specialists in deciphering the inscriptions of
the Book of the Dead and of Jean-François
Champollion.

CÉDRIC LARCHER 
IN CHARGE OF THE 

EXCAVATIONS AT DEIR EL-
MEDINA, SPECIALIST IN 

TOMB CRAFSTMEN
(Deir El-Medina, near Luxor)

This scientist of the IFAO and the CNRS is in
charge of the Deir el-Medina site. He is
about thirty years old and part of the new
generation of archaeologists. He knows a
thousand stories about this village of New
Kingdom craftsmen. He is also in charge of
the Archives and Collections Department of
the IFAO.

SALIMA IKRAM 
SPECIALIST IN 

ANTHROPOLOGY AND 
THE DAILY LIFE OF THE 
ANCIENT EGYPTIANS

(Deir El-Medina, near Luxor)

A world-renowned professor of Egyptology at the
American University in Cairo, she has participated
in numerous documentaries for Netflix ("Secrets of
the Tomb of Saqqara”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77_UeHKMB
-I), National Geographic ("Lost Treasures of Egypt"
and "The Story of God with Morgan Freeman"),
Discovery, History Channel and BBC. She has
published numerous books on ancient Egypt
including "The Tomb in Ancient Egypt" and "Death
and Burial in Ancient Egypt". Salima Ikram will
explain the deciphering of hieroglyphs, the major
influence of Champollion and the excavations of
Deir el-Medina in which she took part.
https://www.salimaikram.com/
https://m.imdb.com/name/nm1859798/filmotype/self

CLAUDE TRAUNECKER 
FORMER TT33 

MISSION DIRECTOR, 
PEDIAMENOPET SPECIALIST 
(Paris, at the Louvre Museum)

This Frenchman, former holder of the chair
of Egyptology of the University of
Strasbourg / CNRS, is at the origin of the
IFAO mission which has been exploring,
raising and restoring the tomb of
Pediamenopet since 2005. It is to him that
we owe the reopening of the tomb. He has
been fascinated by this priest for years and
is trying to identify his figure by cross-
checking all possible clues. He is an
excellent storyteller.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77_UeHKMB-I
https://www.salimaikram.com/
https://m.imdb.com/name/nm1859798/filmotype/self
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EXPERTS CONTRIBUTORS
Role: to bring decipherments on key points of the story. Each one, in their own discipline, sheds light on the discoveries and the enigmas to be solved.

MOSTAFA WAZIRI 
SECRETARY-GENERAL OF 

THE COUNCIL OF 
EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES
(Wahtye’s tomb, in Saqqara) 

Mostafa Waziri is a key personality in
Egyptian archaeology today. He has
supervised very important recent
discoveries on the sites of the Egyptian
missions, including that of the Wahtye's
tomb at Saqqara, which he presents to us at
the opening of the documentary.

DOMINIQUE FAROUT
PROFESSOR OF HIEROGLYPHIC 

WRITING AT ÉCOLE DU 
LOUVRE IN PARIS

(Paris, location to be established)

As a popularizer and specialist in writing, he
cultivates a passion for hieroglyphic writing
and the work of scribes. He was the scientific
advisor of the exhibition " Toutânkhamon, le
Trésor du Pharaon " which welcomed 1,4
million visitors in Paris.

GAËL POLLIN and 
MOHAMED GABER

IN CHARGE OF THE TT33 
PHOTOGRAMMETRY

(TT33, near Luxor)

The Frenchman Gaël Pollin and the Egyptian
Mohamed Gaber are respectively
photographer and topographer. They work in
tandem in the tomb of Pediamenopet by
taking the photogrammetric shots that will
allow them to create the virtual visits in 3D.

STÉPHANE POLIS 
EGYPTIAN WRITING 

SPECIALIST
(Deir-El Medina, 

near Luxor)

Trained as a linguist, this Egyptologist from
the University of Liege in Belgium,
specialized in hieroglyphic and hieratic
writing of the New Kingdom. At Deir el-
Medina, during the IFAO's annual mission, he
carried out research on papyrus fragments.

ELIZABETH BETTLES 
SCIENTIST SPECIALIZED IN 

SCRIBES
(the village of Deir El-Medina, 

near Louxor)

This British scientist from the University of
Leiden in the Netherlands deciphers the
gestures of the scribes/painters by
observing the hieroglyphs and shapes they
painted on the sides of the tombs.

SUSANNE TÖPFER 
CURATOR IN CHARGE 

OF THE PAPYRUS 
COLLECTION

(Egizio Museum, Turin)

This German Egyptologist is a specialist of
the papyri of Deir el-Medina on which
Champollion worked. She reconstructs
fragments of hieroglyphs with the software
"Virtual Light Table".

FEDERICO POOLE  
CURATOR, 

CHAMPOLLION SPECIALIST
(Egizio Museum, Turin)

This Italian Egyptologist, director of the
museum's publications and curator of
exhibitions, takes us into the attic of the
museum where Champollion pieced together
papyrus puzzles.

THE FILMING LOCATIONS
EGYPT, ITALY AND FRANCE

LUXOR AREA
Assasif plain, IFAO excavation site of 
TT33
External surroundings of TT33
Sacred way from Karnak to the Temple of 
Hatshepsut
The village of Deir El-Medina, IFAO 
excavation site 

CAIRO REGION
Saqqarah necropolis, Wahtye’s tomb
Labs and libraries of IFAO
TURIN
Egizio Museum of Egyptian Antiquities,
Science Academy.

PARIS
Hieroglyphic training by Dominique 
Farout (Collège de France, to be
confirmed)
Musée du Louvre, Egyptian Antiquities
Department for the interview of Claude 
Traunecker (to be confirmed)
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THE MOODBOARD:
A SPECTACULAR VFX EXPERIENCE 

TO GIVE LIFE TO THE HIEROGLYPHS

We will create about 15 minutes of VFX with a full range of hieroglyphic
animations. These 3D and 2D creations have been created by Ève Ramboz, VFX
supervisor for numerous feature films for over 25 years, including Brian de
Palma's "Mission: Impossible" (1996).

Ève Ramboz was awarded at the BAFTA in the category " Film Achievement in
Special Effects " for " Prospero's Books " by Peter Greenaway (1991), at the
Primetime Emmy Awards " Best Visual Effects" for " DreamKeeper " by Steve Baron
(2003), and at the César Awards for " Best Production Design " for " Vatel " by
Roland Joffé (2000). She has also directed documentaries ("Jérôme Bosch, le
diable aux ailes d'ange" and "Léonard de Vinci, l'homme en mouvement" for France
Télévisions). She also received the Imagina Prize for the VFX of the Tina Turner
video clip "Whatever you want", directed by Stéphane Sednaoui.

IMDB : http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0708120

SHOWREEL AND VFX
FOR THE FILM « JÉRÔME BOSCH » :
https://vimeo.com/626526509/ba3a13eb20

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0708120
https://vimeo.com/626526509/ba3a13eb20
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I. VIRTUAL VISIT OF THE TT 33 TOMB (3D)

DEVICE (WORLD PREMIERE INSINDE TT 33)
Photogrammetry will create an immersive 3D experience into the TT33 labyrinth. The IFAO gives us exclusive access to more than 58,000 photos (1.5
tons of data). These shots were taken in each room in 360°, during the previous excavation campaigns and the next 2021 mission. Fast travellings
will take us from one room to another, crossing the alleys and corridors to the places that raise the most questions for Egyptologists: the cenotaph
and the burial chamber. The HD photos will be assembled to create a 3D model that will allow for camera movements serving the narrative to better
reveal the tomb's secrets. A work of light will be carried out on the walls of hieroglyphs often damaged.

USED TECHNIQUE
Softwares : Agisoft Metashape, Cinema 4D, Photoshop, After Effects, Element 3D. 

FIRST TESTS DEIR EL-MEDINA TOMBS : https://vimeo.com/626303939/2b160e8cca

Deir el-Médina

TT 33

https://vimeo.com/626303939/2b160e8cca
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II. VOLUMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF TT 33 (3D)

DEVICE
Thanks to the photogrammetric readings of the IFAO, we will create an extremely accurate 3D model of the external volumes of the tomb, either for a vertical tracking
(geological section of the limestone to dive into the rooms 20 meters deep), or for a general perspective. Depending on the story, this schematic representation will allow
us to locate which room we are in, with a highlighting of the block within the superstructure. It will allow a better understanding of the labyrinthine architecture of the site,
its conception, its depth, its scale in relation to the surrounding tombs.

USED TECHNIQUE
Softwares : Cinema 4D, Photoshop, After Effects, Element 3D.

3D tests with
Deir el-Médina
tombs

Preliminary drawings
of TT 33 superstructure
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III. CLOSE-UPS OF HIEROGLYPHIC WALLS OF THE TT 33
AND RECONSTRUCTION OF LOST HIEROGLYPHS (3D)

DEVICE
Depending on the story, we will highlight bas-reliefs with ortho-photos. An ortho-photo is an assemblage of several HD photos in very close-up for the same wall. It allows
to solve enigmas on Padiamenopé, and to better understand the role of the cenotaph and the burial chamber. These HD photos will be textured in order to make the
hieroglyphs appear at their best. A meticulous work of colorization will be made with the collaboration of the Egyptologists, in order to retranscribe at best the original
frescos. Examples below in rooms XII & XIII: 1/ damaged wall with missing hieroglyphs 2/ Johannes Dümichen's epigraphic survey of 1894 allowing today's
archaeologists to recompose it 3/ reconstruction in 2021. In the case where the wall has gaps, contours with golden wire will be added to recreate the scene and enhance
the readability of hieroglyphs.

USED TECHNIQUE 
Softwares : Photoshop, After Effects ou Flame. 

1 2 3Salles XII & XIII
de la TT 33

Références « The true story of king tut's treasure »
(Arte Distribution)
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IV. ANIMATIONS OF MYTHICAL SCENES FROM ANCIENT EGYPT (2D)

DEVICE
Animations of hieroglyphs and drawings in order to bring alive key scenes of ancient Egypt - whether they are mythical to tell the afterlife with the Book of the Dead or daily to
understand the work of craftsmen. They will allow us to experience: the journey of Padiamenope on the boat in the company of the sun god, the weighing of the heart, the court of the god
Osiris, the work chain of the tomb craftsmen (scribes, engravers, painters), a procession to the glory of the god Amun, etc. If the scenes are extremely degraded in TT 33, we will
recreate them from "mirror representations" of similar frescoes from other tombs.

USED TECHNIQUE
Softswares : After Effects and/or Flame, Photoshop.

Documentary inspiration « Secrets of the Saqqara tomb » 
(Netflix)
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V. ANIMATIONS OF HIEROGLYPHIC AND HIERATIC WRITINGS (2D)

DEVICE
Hieroglyphs are a complex writing. The animations will allow us to better understand them, with a very didactic approach. First of all, we will decipher the system of
deciphering the royal cartouches developed by Champollion (Ramses, Thoutmes) which contain the names of the great pharaohs. Then, to explain the passage from
hieroglyphs to simplified cursive writing (hieratic), we will carry out a dynamic morphing of each writing stage (example of the bird).

USED TECHNIQUE 
Software : Flame. 

Cartouches royaux

Morphing de l’écriture hiératique
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VI. ANIMATED PAINTINGS OF CHAMPOLLION THE DECIPHERER (2D)

DEVICE
Animations of 5 large paintings that will take us back to the time of Champollion in the 19th century, to tell the story of the major scientific stages in the deciphering of
hieroglyphs: the quest of the young Champollion, the race with the British Thomas Young, the key to decipher, the translation of the Turin papyrus, the trip to Egypt, etc.
These windows will be bridges between the reality of today's Egyptologists (filming in the excavations) and the discoveries 200 years ago. The character drawings created
by the designer Isabelle Dethan will be raw and modern with a Champollion in action. The settings will be spectacular with relative that will make us dive into the adventure
of deciphering.

USED TECHNIQUE
Softs : After Effects et/ou Flame.

Rendu Champollion 
par Isabelle Dethan

Storyboard de Marc Lahore

Références 
« Assassin’s Creed Origins » 



PATRICK CABOUAT 
REFERENCES 

AUTHOR-DIRECTOR
Patrick Cabouat is a author-director of reference documentaries and fictions. His films are
broadcast on France 2, France 5 and Arte, and many international channels.
References on IMDB : https://www.imdb.com/name/nm1384317/

Selective filmography :

2021 - UN OPERA POUR UN EMPIRE / BUILDING THE PARIS OPERA HOUSE
Docu-fiction of 90' for Arte's "L'Aventure Humaine" series, telling the story of the building of the
Opera Garnier during the Second Empire.
Film (UK): https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/full/FULL_EDI-
052703-1-001-VE-PGM-VE.mp4 

2016 - LE TRAGIQUE DESTIN DES ROUMANOV/THE TRAGIC FATE OF THE ROMANOVS
Docufiction of 90' for ARTE's "l'aventure humaine": the three Russian revolutions told by the Swiss
tutor of the Romanov children.
Trailer (French) : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6uNTDfQl5U
Film (French) : https://vimeo.com/623239198/f6fc155d9c

2019- FBI : LE DOSSIER CHAPLIN / CHAPLIN VS HOOVER - THE CHAPLIN’S FBI FILES
52' documentary for France 5. How and why J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI, tracked down Charlie
Chaplin for nearly three decades.
Trailer (UK) : https://vimeo.com/623310821/5447a33f47
Extract (French): https://vimeo.com/337995669

2012- LA GRANDE FAMINE DE MAO/MAO'S GREAT FAMINE
52' film for France 5 directed (clandestinely) in China during the spring of 2012 tells how Mao's
Great Leap Forward led to a famine that killed 35 million people. Festivals selection : FIPA 2012,
FIGRA 2012, Festival du film Historique de Pessac 2013.
Trailer (UK) : https://www.zed.fr/en/tv/distribution/catalogue/programme/mao-s-great-famine-
52-hd?media=207

2020 - LA PETITE FILLE AU NAPALM
52' film for the France 5 "Case du Siècle". On June 8, 1972, the South Vietnamese air force
mistakenly drops napalm bombs on a temple sheltering civilians. A young Vietnamese
photographer, Nick Ut, sees several silhouettes emerge from the gigantic wall of flames. In his
distraught flight, a little girl finds herself in his lens. He will forever capture the one who will
embody the hell of Vietnam.

2013 - MENACE SUR LES DROITS DE L’HOMME
This 52' film for France Télévisions is inspired by the actions of Amnesty International and takes a
global overview of the struggles to defend human rights threatened by globalization.

JONAS ROSALES REFERENCES
SCREENWRITER

Selective filmography :

2020
Author and screenwriter of the 90' documentary "Les Mystères de la Tapisserie de Bayeux" for the
"Science Grand Format" section of France 5
Author and screenwriter of the 90' documentary, Les Etrusques, apogée et déclin for the ARTE's
L'Aventure humaine series, filming in progress.

2018/2019
Co-author and screenwriter of the 90' documentary "Nos mondes disparus" for France 5 "Science
Grand Format" slot and for Curiosity Stream, broadcast in January 2020.

2016
Co-author and scriptwriter of the 90 min documentary for ARTE, " L'Énigme de la tombe celte ",
broadcast in 2017 and 2018. This documentary has been awarded 5 prizes in different countries so
far.

2012-2013
Co-author and screenwriter of the 90' documentary for ARTE " Les Gaulois au-delà du mythe ",
directed by Jean-Jacques Beineix and broadcast in 2013 and 2014. Grand prize at the Amiens
archaeological film festival.
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https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/full/FULL_EDI-052703-1-001-VE-PGM-VE.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6uNTDfQl5U
https://vimeo.com/623239198/f6fc155d9c
https://vimeo.com/623310821/5447a33f47
https://vimeo.com/337995669
https://www.zed.fr/en/tv/distribution/catalogue/programme/mao-s-great-famine-52-hd?media=207
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BLEU KOBALT REFENCES
A COMPANY OWNED BY KOBALT (GERMANY)

BLEU KOBALT is a documentary-film production company based in Paris, with Patrice Gellé as a
producer. Its main shareholder is the German company Kobalt founded in Berlin in 1997. A major
independent producer in Germany - for ARTE /ZDF / ARD and international networks BBC and NHK - the
company produces 100 hours of original programs per year including documentaries and TV shows
(Tracks, Arte Re, docu series, live concerts, culture shows). In 2017, Kobalt bought the French company
Maha Productions, renamed Bleu Kobalt, which holds now its prestigious portfolio of 100 documentaries
and dramas. Bleu Kobalt was headed by Florence Sala, CEO, from 2017 to 2021.

AWARD-WINNING FILMS

Maha has received prestigious awards: Murder on a Sunday Morning on the Brenton Butler case, a
criminal case in which a fifteen-year-old boy was wrongfully accused of murder, was Oscar® winner for
Best Documentary in 2002; IDA 2005 and Peabody Awards for the iconic series The Staircase
documenting the trial of Michael Peterson convicted of murdering his wife, aired on NBC and available on
Netflix; IDA 2008 Award for Sin City Law a 10-episode documentary series aired on Sundance TV on five
criminal trials in Las Vegas.

By developing an editorial and artistic line both modern and demanding, with high-end documentaries
focused on discovery, science, history and pop culture, BLEU KOBALT strives to work with the best
filmmakers, authors, script-writing talents, music composers and VFX directors.

Our recent high-end documentary “Titanic, Into the heart of the wreck” with the exclusive participation of
James Cameron and top Titanic experts aired in December 2020 / Spring 2021 in prime time on France
Télévisions (2nd best rating of 2020 season in the Science Grand Format slot, with 1.3 million viewers, 5.5
audience share, 3rdmost watched program of the night after TF1 and France 2), History Channel US, ZDF
(audience record in 14 years for the Terra X program with 5.54 million viewers, 17.7 audience share) and
Channel 4, Telefonica & Discovery (Spain), Discovery Networks Asia Pacific, SBS (Australia), Mediawan
France (Science & Vie TV), RTBF, RTS, DR. Worldwide distribution by Off The Fence (ZDF Enterprises).
https://vimeo.com/518738084/253133e3b0 https://vimeo.com/538665914/06b9c24e24

The company also coproduced with the BBC “In Search of the Orient-Express”, a 90-minute high-end
prime time documentary commissioned by ARTE - with 1.7 million viewers in France and Germany –
which aired on SBS Australia, Rai Uno, Viasat World in Europe and Scandinavia, RTS Switzerland, RTBF
Belgium - global distribution is handled by Wild Bunch.
Trailer: http://qlnk.io/ql/5c2bd33ce4b0c0246f041cd1

FILMOGRAPHY OF PRODUCER PATRICE GELLÉ

Producer Patrice Gellé (former head of Documentaries at BBC Studios France) has produced 50 prime
time shows and original docs. Among his references: “Daft Punk Unchained”, the definitive documentary
on the most secretive band, aired on Canal+, BBC, Showtime (US), Netflix US and Europe. With the
exclusive participation of Kanye West, Pharrell Williams and Michel Gondry.
https://vimeo.com/595370283/80d1e21fe8

He also produced documentary “Concorde, The Supersonic Dream / Flying Supersonic” aired in prime
time on France Télévisions and PBS / Nova (coproduced by BBC and distributed by BBC Studios).
https://www.pbs.org/video/flying-supersonic-preview-8fjk7d/
http://qlnk.io/ql/5c2bc36de4b0c0246f041cbe

He created the 3-part series “I Have A Dream” on Martin Luther King, Nelson Mandela and Barack Obama
for France Télévisions. He also supervised “Tour Eiffel, The Great Epic”, and documentaries on legendary
aviators “Broken Wings: Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Last Knight of the Sky”. Previously Patrice Gellé
was a producer for 6 years at MTV Europe (Viacom Media Networks). He was also a news reporter for
TF1 and the Associated Press Television News agency in Paris.

https://vimeo.com/518738084/253133e3b0
https://vimeo.com/538665914/06b9c24e24
http://qlnk.io/ql/5c2bd33ce4b0c0246f041cd1
https://vimeo.com/595370283/80d1e21fe8
https://www.pbs.org/video/flying-supersonic-preview-8fjk7d/
http://qlnk.io/ql/5c2bc36de4b0c0246f041cbe
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